INTRODUCTION
The word blockbuster originated in the Second World War as the nickname of a particularly large bomb (1,000 pounds or heavier) of the type used in the Allies aerial carpet bombing of military and civilian targets in Nazi Germany. It came to be used analogically in the postwar period, from about Compendious anthology of two dozen mostly original pieces. Sections devoted to film history, aesthetics, gender, nation and ethnicity, and authorship. Genres discussed include silent melodrama, epics, science fiction, war films, thrillers, and westerns. The focus is mainly American, though there are chapters on Hong Kong, Greek, Italian, and Japanese films.
TEXTBOOKS
Most of the large number of survey histories and anthologies which have been published in recent years include mention, more or less detailed, of the tradition of big-budget, spectacular superproductions in America and elsewhere. Thompson and Bordwell 2010 is perhaps the best of these for its comprehensive coverage of world cinema and its specific attention to aesthetic qualities as well as socio-political and industrial issues. The most comprehensive anthology of articles (mostly reprinted) on all aspects of genre also contains the most extensive bibliography on the subject, with titles grouped thematically.
There are reading lists for action and adventure films, disaster films, epics, musicals, science fiction, war films, and westerns, among other genres.
SILENT CINEMA AND STAGE SPECTACLES
Silent film melodrama derived in part from popular theatrical traditions developed in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, an influence discussed at length in Brewster and Jacobs 1997 and Vardac 1987 (the influence of "legitimate" theatre is discussed in Uricchio and Pearson 1993) . The large-scale costume epics made in Italy and France also inspired the burgeoning American cinema, which, as it became increasingly industrialised, frequently turned to the production of lavish spectacles, often distributed and exhibited on a roadshow basis. Bowser 1990 provides a context for this in the early history of the American feature film; Brownlow 1992 celebrates its full flowering in the 1920s, partly through interviews with its surviving creators and participants.
Bowser, Eileen, The Feature Film. The Transformation of Cinema, 1907 Cinema, -1915 Casper, Drew, Postwar Hollywood, 1946 -1962 . Malden, Massachusetts, and Oxford: Blackwell, 2007 More up-to-date than Neale and Smith 1998, and more focused on specfically economic issues. Contains a useful section on Hollywood s principal foreign markets. Excellent scholarly study of the relationship between production and promotion in the 1970s and 1980s, and the extent to which the former is increasingly driven by the latter.
ECONOMICS, ANCILLARIES AND GLOBALIZATION
Hollywood has always been conscious of the economic value of overseas markets, but these took on particular importance in the post-World War Two era with the shrinkage of the domestic market and the urgent need to overcome protectionist trade barriers. Today s industry operates in a global marketplace, in which foreign revenues frequently exceed those from the United States and Canada.
Globalization is explored at length by Acland 2003 , Grainge 2008 , Grant and Woods 2004 , and Miller, et al. 2005 , while Phillips 1982 looks particularly at the international dimensions of the blockbuster.
Non-theatrical, or ancillary, revenues similarly now dwarf the income studios receive from theatres, as television, home video, and the internet account for an increasing proportion of the movie business. In all these spheres, the blockbuster functions as a key asset for its stimulation of diverse sources of Taking a sceptical attitude to scholarly practices of reading and finding meaning in films, this book attempts a more descriptive approach rooted in actual or probable audience response.
Aside from the films mentioned in the title, case studies include Deep Impact (1998) and Starship Troopers (1997 Discussion of the relationship between narrative and spectacle in terms of the construction of time and space in such films as The Matrix (1999) and The Perfect Storm (2000) , and the spectator s positioning in relation to them.
ACTION-ADVENTURE FILMS
Like the blockbuster itself, with which it sometimes (especially in popular discourse) appears to have become synonymous, the action-adventure film is a cross-generic phenomenon, encompassing as it does a number of forms including the disaster film, the epic, the war film, and the western. have proven so overwhelmingly popular that they have taken on the status of cultural touchstones or sociological phenomena which require explanation beyond recourse to the standard frameworks of marketing and demographics. The key figures and films listed here have generated a particular volume of critical comment, much of it of a superficial or vacuous nature, or for reasons which do not directly concern us here. These citations have been chosen for their relevance to the immediate project, and therefore generally omit biographies, making-of books, and fan-oriented publications.
D.W. Griffith and The Birth of a Nation
Griffith s career included many large-scale roadshow productions and he exemplifies the director manager figure of the silent era, before the advent of the fully developed studio system. However, one of his films has attracted by far the greatest amount of critical attention of any silent epic. The
Birth of a Nation (1915) is often cited as the first blockbuster; it was certainly the longest, most ambitious, most expensive, and most commercially successful American film produced to its time.
Much of the commentary on it understandably concerns its inflammatory depiction of race and the post-Civil War Reconstruction. Yet its aesthetic qualities and its watershed status in the history of the American cinema (whether from an aesthetic perspective or a commercial one) need to be acknowledged and addressed too. The readings cited here do not ignore the political issues regarding the film, but they also deal with these other questions and locate the film in relation to its theatrical Chronological career history based on primary sources, with details of the production and reception of each of the director s works from The Squaw Man (1914) 
The Sound of Music
The biggest commercial success of the postwar roadshow era, The Sound of Music (1965) represented something of an embarrassment for many of its initial reviewers, who were dismayed by the film's seemingly anodyne sentimentality. It also proved somewhat of an ambivalent boon to the film industry, whose attempts to emulate its popularity with more big-budget musicals and other family-friendly entertainment contributed to the state of near-bankruptcy which engulfed Hollywood at the end of the 1960s. However, the rise in studies of the musical since the 1970s has led a number of critics to reclaim the film for scholarly interest. focusing on Andrews' star persona.
Steven Spielberg
As every schoolchild knows, Steven Spielberg s commercial track record is second to none. He has been associated with more breakout box-office hits than any other filmmaker, and indeed is often credited with having created the modern blockbuster with the success of Jaws (1975) . Whatever the merits of the latter claim, Spielberg has exercised a decisive influence over the direction taken by the American film industry, for good or ill. Which of the latter options is felt to be the case defines each interest from ideology to style, and this instability in critical accounts in itself suggests that the director s work may be complex than is generally recognised. Cameron is defined as a postmodern "blockbuster auteur" and the two main chapters discuss his work in relation to "Gender, Genre, Technology and Class" and "Cinema as Reflexive Written by a journalist with direct access to Cameron, but more than just a hagiographic puff piece.
Sandler, Kevin S., and Studlar, Gaylyn, eds. Titanic: Anatomy of a Blockbuster. New Brunswick, New
Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 1999.
Substantial collection, including articles on critical reception and media coverage, music and synergy, fandom, sexuality, history, and "cross-class romance."
The Lord of the Rings
Arguably the most ambitious production of the twenty-first century thus far, Peter Jackson s threepart, nine-hour, three-hundred-million-dollar adaptation of J.R.R. Tolkien s fantasy cycle (The
